
Vegetarian Menu 
Appetizers 

Saratoga Curry Puffs (4pc) กระหร ีปั่บ๊ Fried wonton wrapper stuffed with curry powder seasoned 
potatoes, Served with cucumber salad and peanut sauce 13  
Fried Egg Rolls (4pc,cut in half 8 pc) ปอเป๊ียะทอด Stuffed with cabbage, carrot, bean thread 
noodles and taro Served with Sweet and Sour Sauce 13  
Fresh Sesame Rolls (6pc) ปอเป๊ียะสด Fresh spring rolls topped with tofu Choice of Vietnamese 
Vinaigrette Sauce or Thai Peanut Sauce 14  
Roti โรตี Pan fried puff pastry served with Thai peanut curry Sauce 13  
Vegetarian Modern Pot Sticker (7pc) เกีย๊วซา่เจ Stuffed with finely chopped vegetables, 
mushroom, soybeans, and served with an Asian-American mayonnaise and soy sauce 13  
Simple Fried Tofu (12pc) เตา้หู้ทอด Fried Tofu with sweet and sour sauce and ground peanuts 13  

Soup 
Tom Yum Soup (spicy available) ตม้ยาํ Thailand lemongrass sour soup with mushroom, tomatoes, 
cilantro Choice of Tofu or Vegetables 16  
Coconut Milk Soup (spicy available) ตม้ข่า Lemongrass with coconut milk, white beach mushroom, 
and cilantro Choice of Tofu or Vegetables 17  
Nori Tofu Soup ซบุสาหรา่ยเจ with bean tread noodles, cabbage, and cilantro in a seaweed soup 16 

Salad 
Grilled Tofu Pomegranate Salad สลดัเตา้หู้ทบัทิม Curry powder seasoned tofu tossed in green salad with 
pomegranate vinaigrette dressing topped with sun-dried tomatoes and Feta crumbled cheeses 16  
Carrot Salad สลดัแครอท with green beans, cashew nuts, raisin and cherry tomatoes in garlic-lime 
dressing 16  
Green Papaya Salad with Peanuts สม้ตําเจ with green beans, tomatoes, and garlic with a tangy 
pungent Chili lime dressing 16 

Entrees 
Golden Tofu ผดัผงกะหร ีเ่ตา้หู ้Sautéed yellow curry with egg, garlic, onion, carrot, zucchini, green 
peas, celery, and red bell peppers 19  
Spinach Curry Tofu แกงขมิน้เตา้หู ้in turmeric curry and spinach 19  
Mango-Cashew Tofu ผดัมะม่วง Tofu sautéed with cashew nuts, carrots, bell peppers, onion, 
celery&raisin 19  
Tofu on Fire (mild not available) เตา้หู้ผดัเผด็ With Medium Spicy Thai-Chili sauce, green beans, sliced 
fingerroot, and basil. 19  
Garlic Tofu & Organic White Beech Mushrooms ผดัเตา้หู้กระเทียม Cubes of tofu sautéed with organic 
white beech mushrooms in garlic and black peppers 19  
Thai Basil with Green Beans (choose your spicy level) ผดักระเพา Sautéed chili garlic with green 
beans, basil, and red bell peppers. choice of Tofu or Vegetables 19  
Thai Basil with Eggplants (choose your spicy level) ผดัมะเขือ Sautéed chili garlic with eggplants, basil, 
and red bell peppers. Choice of Tofu or Vegetables 19  

Side Orders        Brown Rice $3.50 
White Rice $3 

Steam Noodles $4 

Steam Vegetable $4 
Coconut Rice $5.25 
Cucumber Salad $4 

Peanut Sauce (sm) $2.25 
Peanut Sauce (Lg) $4.25 

Spicy level Not Spicy Mild Medium Hot 1 Extra Hot 2 Extra Hot  

Gratuity 18% may be added to the party of five to ten people  or 20% for the party of eleven or more 

PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO 
CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR 
NOTICE

PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO 
CHANGE WITHOUT 
PRIOR NOTICE



Curries 
Yellow Curry (Mild) แกงกะหร่ี With carrots, potatoes, and onion (Choice of Tofu or Vegetables) 21  
Green Curry Avocado (Medium Spicy) แกงเขยีว Green curry with chunks of avocadoes, eggplant, red 
bell peppers, green peas and basil (choice of Tofu or Vegetables) 21  
Mango Red Curry (Mild) แกงแดงมะม่วง Red curry with chunk of pineapples, mangoes, tomatoes, cashew 
nuts, red bell peppers, raisins, and basils (Choice of Tofu or Vegetables) 21  
Mussaman Curry (Mild) มสัมั่น Thick peanut red curry with carrots, potatoes, and onion  
(Choice of Tofu or Vegetables) 21  
Panang Curry (Mild) แพนง Thick red curry with zucchini, green beans, red bell peppers, kaffir lime 
leaves (Choice of Tofu or Vegetables) 21  
Avocado Tofu with Panang Curry (Mild) แพนงอะโวคาโดเ้ตา้หู ้in a thick red curry sauce 21  

Noodles and Rice 
Spicy Garlic Noodles (choose your spicy level) Garlic-Basil-Chili sautéed Japanese udon noodle and 
green beans Choice of Tofu or Vegetables 19  
Anna & The King Green Curry Vermicelli ขนมจนีแกงเขยีวเเตา้หู ้Tofu and vegetables simmered in King 
of Thailand’s favorite Medium spicy green curry with Eggplant, green peas, basil and red bell 
peppers 20  
Pad See Ew (choice of with egg or no egg) Flat rice noodles stirred fry with broccoli, egg, Choice 
of Tofu or Vegetables 19  
Drunken noodle (choose your spicy level) Flat rice noodles stirred fry with chili, garlic, basil, 
broccoli, and red bell peppers, cabbage with your Choice of Tofu or Vegetables 19  
Pad Thai (choice of with egg or no egg) Pan-fried rice noodles with Choice of Tofu or Vegetables, 
in a sweet tamarind sauce, bean sprout, egg, onion and chives served with ground peanuts 20  
Pineapple Fried Rice (choice of with egg or no egg) ขา้วผดัสับประรด (Choice of Tofu or Vegetables) with 
cashew nuts, pineapple, green peas, carrot, white onion and raisins 20  
Simple Fried Rice (choice of with egg or no egg) ขา้วผดั (Choice of Tofu or Vegetables) with egg, 
white onion and tomatoes 19  
Spicy Basil Fried Rice (choose your spicy level) ขา้วผดักระเพา (Choice of Tofu or Vegetables) with chili-
garlic, basil, green beans, Red bell pepper 19  
Malaysian Hainan Tofu (spicy available) ขา้วมนัเตา้หู้ Served with fried garlic rice and ginger sauce 19  
Pad Woon Sen (choice of with egg or no egg) ผดัวุน้เส้น Stir fry bean thread noodles with egg, Napa 
cabbage, tomato, broccoli, white onion with Choice of Tofu or Vegetables 19  
Udon Laksa Noodle Soup ก๋วยเตีย๋วตม้ข่าเตา้หู ้Japanese Udon noodles with tofu, and vegetables in 
coconut milk soup with mushrooms and crispy noodles 20  

Desserts 
Sweet Sticky Rice with Mango (Seasonal) 12  
Fried Banana with Vanilla OR Chocolate Ice Cream 10 
Cinnamon Roti with Banana and Vanilla Ice Cream 12 

Drinks 
Thai Lemongrass Drink 5.95 
Pomegranate Juice 5.95 
Thai Iced Tea 5.95 
Coke, Diet Coke 5 
Root Beer or Sprite 5 
Sparkling Apple Juice (296 ml) 6 
Voss Sparkling Water 800 ml 11.50 

Lemonade 5.95 
Regular Iced Tea 5 
Shirley Temple 5.50 
Roy Rogers 5.50 
Arnold Palmer 5.50 
Hot Tea 2.95 
Coffee 4.75 

Gratuity 18% may be added to the party of five to ten people  or 20% for the party of eleven or more 

PRICES ARE SUBJECT 
TO CHANGE 
WITHOUT PRIOR 
NOTICE


